
Solder Bead/Bump/Dome 
Probe Technologies

QA Technology has expanded our offering of tip styles designed for probing test targets where
solder beads/bumps/domes have been created.  This technology was developed to provide test
point accessability, utilizing a spring probe to contact a small solder bead/bump/dome that is
placed on a trace where the solder mask has been removed. In addition, by placing an exces-
sive amount of solder on vias, a round dome of solder may also be probed with these tip
styles. 

We are pleased to introduce our newest tip style, CENTER POINT STAR, available in both a
headed (26) and headless (76) versions. The CENTER POINT STAR is the most aggressive tip
for this application, making them ideal for reliable contact where no-clean fluxes, contami-
nates, or oxides tend to adhere to the other tip styles.

Headed probes offer the largest surface area to ensure contact with the bead/bump/dome.
Headless versions are also available in applications where nearby components are located too
close to the intended target, or where the fixture utilizes a guided probe plate.  
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Flat 10 and 20 tip styles have a smooth flat face
and are the least aggressive tip designs. These are
recommended for clean processes where a minimal
witness mark is desired.

Micro Serrated 59 and 79 are moderately aggressive with
small serrations running across the face of the tip.This
durable tip is more aggressive than the Flat 10 and 20 tip
styles and will work with contact points that have light flux
residues.

Flat Star 16 and 46 tip styles have deep radial grooves
extending from the center which makes them self-clean-
ing. These are recommended for clean and no-clean flux
systems. This moderately aggressive tip style is recom-
mended when a board is going through debug and the
board will see high cycle counts/re-tests.

Center Point Star 26 and 76 tip styles are the most aggressive
making them ideal for no-clean flux processes where sharper cut-
ting edges are needed. The sharp radial edges along with a sharp
center point tip minimizes the contact area. The self-cleaning
design forces flux away from the cutting edges.
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All dimensions are in inches [mm]. All spring forces are in ounces [gms].
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Available solder bead/bump/dome tip styles, in both Conventional Probe and X Probe® Socketless
Series, are listed below. 


